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Roadmap for presentation
 What’s new for the 2022 tax-return season related to

stock comp (for reporting 2021 income)
 Common tax return questions and errors

 Review of cost-basis reporting rules for stock sales from equity comp
 Communication and education for employees, executives, and clients

New for 2022: Equity comp income left off W-2
SITUATION: Company mistakenly left off employee stock comp from Form W-2 and does not send
a revisedW-2 (W-2c)
• Revised Schedule 1 for
additional and adjusted income
indicates that the amount goes
in the "Other Income" section
on Line 8j ("Stock Options")
• The list of items "a" through
"p" (plus "z") under "Other
Income" on Schedule 1 is new

IRS instructions for Schedule 1 & prior approach
 IRS instructions for Form 1040 (pages 86–87):

Line 8j—Stock options. Enter on line 8j any income from the exercise
of stock options not otherwise reported on your Form 1040 or 1040-SR, line 1
 Prior practice for reporting income left of W-2 varied

 Some tax experts thought this "Other Income" category was not for compensation-related income. Instead, add the

unreported W-2 income to wages reported on Line 1 of Form 1040
 Box 1 W-2 and Line 1 1040 not matching: raises red flag with IRS computers

 Total from Schedule 1 goes into Line 8 of Form 1040:

Income as employee for other types of stock comp
 Restricted stock/RSUs: vesting triggers the taxable event, not any exercise

 Not certain that all equity compensation left off the W-2 goes on Line 8j? Fit into Line 8z

("Other Income. List type and amount").

Form 1099-NEC
 For nonemployees, income is now reported on IRS Form 1099-NEC, not Form

1099-MISC. New starting with 2020 income.
 Applies to stock compensation income to contractors and consultants, including
outside directors

Form 1040 changes and schedules
 Form 1040, condensed in 2018 to the 24 lines “postcard,” has expanded to 38 lines.

 The numbered schedules (supplementary forms) Form 1040 created in 2018 remains reduced to three (Schedules 1, 2, 3).
•

Schedule 3 (Additional Credits & Payments) now has a specific line for any credit for prior minimum tax. Applies to anyone
with incentive stock options (ISOs) who has triggered the alternative minimum tax (AMT).

•

Schedule 2 (Additional Taxes) now has dedicated lines for amounts from the tax forms for the Additional Medicare Tax on comp
income and for the Net Investment Income Tax (e.g. on capital gains and dividends).

•

Totals on Schedule 1, 2, 3 appear on different lines on those schedules, but are entered on the same 1040 lines

 The 2018 tax reforms continue to affect tax rates that apply to stock compensation and sales of company stock. No tax changes

at year-end 2021 that was big concern in fall 2021.
myStockOptions article: Tax Season 2022: What You Need To Know About The New Reporting Rules

Coverage of Form 1040
changes in Bruce’s
blog at Forbes.com

No changes in other forms for tax-return reporting
 Similar to last year: Form W-2, Form 1099-B, Form 8949, Schedule D

 Second year for the new W-4
 Same restrictions in what brokers can report for the cost basis on Form 1099-B
 Good news: The core reporting rules for cost basis Form 8949 and Schedule D have

not changed

10 tax-return issues and errors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Not reporting stock sales on Form 8949/Schedule D
Not reporting tax basis correctly on Form 8949
Double-counting income from W-2
Forgetting about AMT calculation or AMT credits
Sell-to-cover exercises
Share withholding for restricted stock/RSUs
Dividends with restricted stock double-reported
Not reporting ordinary income with ESPP stock sales
Other cap gains reporting Issues: income netting; share identification; wash sales
Extensions

1. Not reporting stock sales on Form 8949 and Schedule D
 Event: Sell all stock at exercise (i.e. a cashless exercise),

restricted stock/RSU vesting, or ESPP purchase.
 Employee may think: No “gains” beyond what’s on W-2 for ordinary income. May

not realize there are two reportable events.
 Result of incorrect thinking: Employee does not report sale on Form

8949/Schedule D.
 IRS gets 1099-B from broker. IRS computers note no Form 8949/Schedule D reporting

for it.
Result: IRS sends notice for unreported income (CP2000). For response to IRS, see the
instructions at http://www.irs.gov/taxtopics/tc652.html

1. Not reporting sales on Form 8949 and Schedule D
Example: Exercised options and sold 2,000 shares on August 14.

Exercise price

$10 per share ($20,000 total)

Stock price at exercise/sale: $35

$70,000 proceeds, minus $500 commission ($69,500
net on Form 1099-B)

What appears on Form W-2

$50,000 income on exercise spread [($35 - $10) x
2,000]

Tax basis

$70,000 ($20,000 + $50,000). But what is on 1099-B?
$20,000 or $70,000?

Schedule D (Part 1)

Included as a $500 short-term capital loss

If sale is not reported, IRS gets 1099-B with the $69,500 proceeds and sends employee letter looking for taxes
on that full amount!

Annotated diagrams of
Form 8949 and Schedule D
at myStockOptions and
in Knowledge Center

2. Not reporting cost basis correctly:
Cost basis (also called the tax basis) is the total cost of acquiring security:

Price paid to acquire shares
+
compensation recognized for acquiring them (reported on W-2)

When you sell a security, you need to know the cost basis to determine:
whether you have a capital gain or a capital loss for tax purposes.
NET PROCEEDS – COST BASIS = CAPITAL GAIN OR LOSS
Cost basis too low: you overpay taxes

Cost-basis reporting: IRS Form 1099-B core boxes (brokers use substitute statement with columns)

Cost-basis reporting for IRS tax returns

•

Compensation income is not included in the basis reported on

Form 1099-B for grants made starting 1/2014

•

Compensation income not recognized: The cost-basis value

is incomplete in just about every scenario

•

Need to know: How will the broker report the cost basis of shares acquired
between 2011 (when expanded 1099-B started) and the end of 2013? Brokers

than had “option” to include it.

•

Trend is standardization: 1099-B not adding W-2 income to basis for option
exercises, RSA/RSU vesting or ESPP purchases during this period

•

Brokers provide supplemental information on basis and tax guides to help with
tax-return reporting

2. Not reporting tax basis correctly
Cost-basis reporting is now more complex, confusing,
and vulnerable to errors that lead to overreporting the gain
GRANT TYPE

ERROR IN REPORTING THE BASIS

NQSOs, SARs, ISOs (DD)

MISTAKE: Exercise price only

ESPP

MISTAKE: Purchase price only

Restricted Stock/RSUs

MISTAKE: $0 as no purchase price

Risk of overpaying taxes
There are only three disposition scenarios in which the
cost basis will not be understated:
1. qualifying dispositions of ISOs (all capital gain)

2. disqualifying dispositions of ISOs, with shares sold at a loss (all capital loss)
3. qualifying dispositions of ESPPs, with shares sold at a loss (all capital loss)

In other scenarios, the cost basis will be understated or omitted (i.e. the box will be
blank). Unless participants and tax professionals are aware of this, taxpayers risk:

•
•

overreport capital gains
pay more taxes than they owe!

Amount of ordinary income recognized: reported on Form W-2
and part of basis
Grant type

Income reported on W-2

NQSOs

Spread at exercise

Restricted stock, RSUs,
performance shares

Value at vesting and share delivery

Section 423 (qualified) ESPP

Depends on holding period

ISO in disqualifying disposition

Depends on the sales price relative to the market
price at exercise

Cost-basis confusion: three situations
1. Stock purchases before 2011:

No cost basis reported to IRS.
2. Securities not purchased with cash (restricted stock or RSUs):

No cost basis reported to IRS.
3. Compensation part of cost basis for stock compensation:

Cannot be part of basis reported to IRS for stock acquired or
granted starting 1/2014.

What to do on Form 8949 if…
The cost basis on
Form 1099-B is too low

1.
2.
3.
4.

Basis from 1099-B in column (e)
Adjustment in column (g)
Code B in column (f)
Check Box (A) or (D) near top

The cost-basis box on Form
1099-B is blank

1. Put correct basis in column (e)
2. Check Box (B) or (E) near top
3. No adjustments or codes in other
columns needed

Cost-basis example:
restricted stock units

Per share

Total (1000 shares)

Vesting date price

$10

$10,000

Compensation income reported on Form
W-2

$10

$10,000

Purchase price

$0

$0

Cost basis

$10

$10,000 (but $0 on the 1099-B)

Sale price

$15

$15,000

Taxable gain and capital gains tax

$15 - $10 = $5

$15,000 - $10,000 = $5000
$5000 x 15% = $750

$15-$0 = $15

$15,000 - $0= $15,000
$15000 x 15% = $2250

Capital Gain: Overpaying using wrong
cost basis

Report actual
cost basis
RSUs

X

WRONG!!

1000 Shares XYZ

15,000

CORRECT!!

1000 Shares XYZ

15,000

0
10,000

15,000
5,000

Report 1099-B
cost basis with
adjustment
NQSOs

X

WRONG!!

1000 Shares XYZ

15,000

10,000

CORRECT!!

1000 Shares XYZ

15,000

10,000

5,000
B

(5,000)

0

Review: Reporting cost basis on Form
8949 depends on 1099-B
1. Basis just right
Put number from
1099-B in column (e)

Review: Reporting cost basis on Form
8949 depends on 1099-B
2. Basis too low
➢Put number from
1099-B in column (e)
➢Adjustment amount
in column (g)
➢Code B in column (f)

(

B

)

Review: Reporting cost basis on Form
8949 depends on 1099-B
3. Basis blank
Put correct basis
In column (e),
including W-2
income (columns
(f) and (g) left blank)

2. Not reporting tax basis correctly: commission
 1099-B does not subtract commissions or other fees

from the proceeds (see what's checked in Box 6).
 Do not add it to your cost basis on Form 8949
 What to do: adjustment on Form 8949 in column (g) and add Code E in column (f).
 Starting with 2014 stock sales, less of an issue: IRS requires reporting sales

proceeds net of transaction fees after January 1, 2013.

3. Double-counting income from W-2 in Box 12 or 14
W-2 income in Box 1 already includes stock comp income, along with salary, wages. Put amount in Box 1 as
part of income on line 1 of Form 1040 for “Salary, wages…”

Mistake: Using amount in W-2 Box 12
(NQSOs) or Box 14 to report income on line
for "Other income" (line 8j) of Schedule 1

What employees/clients need for accurate tax-return reporting
IRS Forms to gather

Additional Information & Forms

Form W-2 if shares were sold at
exercise/vesting/purchase

Exercise/vesting/purchase income reported on Form 1040 if shares were
acquired in a prior year. (Helps with cost-basis calculation.)

Form 1099-B from broker or transfer agent

Supplemental information (if any) provided by the broker to help with
the cost basis.

Form 3921 for ISO exercises; Form 3922 for
ESPP purchases

Exercise, purchase, vesting, and/or trade confirmations from the company
or the stock plan provider.

Alert: Understand how basis is reported on substitute statement from broker and to IRS (not the same).
Taxpayer’s responsibility to make adjustments on Form 8949.

4. ISO: AMT calculation and credit
1.

The 2 & 1 Rule: Hold shares more than 2 years
from grant & 1 year from exercise. All sale proceeds over
exercise price are capital gains.

2.

Shares not held for that long in Disqualifying disposition: spread at exercise becomes
ordinary W-2 income, assuming stock price increased. When it has not, taxes vary.

3.

No tax withholding or Social Security/Medicare tax, even upon early sale.

4.

Shares held through the calendar year of exercise, the spread at exercise is part of AMT
income calculation. AMT credit when exercise triggered AMT.

4. ISO exercise/hold earlier in year: AMT review
After 2018 tax changes, much less likely to trigger AMT.
 Bigger cushion between ordinary income tax and AMT
 Will also recover AMT credit much faster.
 ISO spread one of remaining items that can trigger AMT,
given SALT cap and elimination of personal exemptions
 AMT planning remains important for employees with ISOs.
 Table from myStockOptions.com:
Filer status in 2021

AMT income
exemption amount

Exemption amount
phaseout starts

Exemption amount
phaseout ends

Point where rate
rises from
26% to 28%

Single

$73,600

$523,600

$818,000

$199,900
(married filing separately:
$99,950)

Joint

$114,600

$1,047,200

$1,505,600

$199,900

4. AMT calculation and credits
 For AMT purposes, always complete IRS Form 6251 Line 2i when ISOs are exercised & held through calendar year of exercise

(not on W-2).

 ISO stock is dual-basis stock. AMT basis equal FMV of ISO shares on exercise date, yet for regular tax purposes equal to exercise

price.
 Your gain or loss for the AMT system and the regular-tax system will differ when sell.
 For year sell ISO stock in QD, avoid paying or calculating more AMT than is required for your stock sale by reporting (as a

negative amount) your adjusted gain or loss on Line 2k of IRS Form 6251.

 This negative adjustment can reduce the AMT and let you recover more of your AMT credit. The negative adjustment can't be

greater than the capital gain for regular-tax purposes plus $3,000.

AMT calculation and credits
 What if you did not report ISO exercise/hold on

tax return that would have triggered AMT?
 Within the period for amending (3 years from due date):
➢ Amend the return(s) and report on Form 6251. Pay the AMT as well as any late-

payment penalties and interest.
➢ Bring forward until sale the AMT credit with Form 8801
 If more than 3 years ago, do not amend return. No AMT credit to pull forward and no

dual-basis ISO stock

See the related myStockOptions
FAQ for more details on this
situation

4. AMT calculation and credits
 AMT is no longer directly reported on Form 1040 from the

calculation on Form 6251.
 The AMT, if owed, from the Form 6251 calculation now goes into Line 1 of Schedule 2.

 Attach Form 6251 to Schedule 2. The totals from this schedule go into Line 17 of Form 1040

4. AMT and credits
 Once AMT has been triggered, you must complete Form 6251 every year,

along with Form 8801 for the AMT credit.
 It used to take years to benefit fully from the AMT credit if you are selling at a substantial loss. Changed in 2018

tax year with TCJA provisions.
 Use of AMT credit: In year when you do not trigger AMT, use credit against regular income tax up to amount of

what would be your AMT. Does not require you sell the ISO stock.
Example:
➢ Last year ISO exercise and hold triggered $14,000 of AMT
➢ This year, regular tax is $35,000, while AMT is only $30,000
➢ $5,000 of the $14,000 credit used, and carry forward $9,000 to future
➢ The amount from Line 25 of Form 8801 goes into Schedule 3 ("Non-Refundable Credits"), where it is
now entered on its own Line 6b
➢ Totals from Schedule 3 go onto Line 20 of Form 1040

5. Sell-to-cover exercises
 Broker sells just enough shares from exercise to pay

the exercise price, tax withholding, and the broker's transaction fees.
 Employee receives the remaining shares.
 For the year of sell-to-cover, report on your Form 8949 only the number of

shares sold and their tax basis.
 Do not report the number and tax basis of all the options exercised that are part of W-2

income.

5. Sell-to-cover example: Exercise NQSOs for 2,000 shares on Aug 14
Exercise price

$10 per share ($35 stock price)

Exercise cost

$20,000

Tax withholding

$17,500 (combined 35% tax rate on $50,000)

Brokerage commission

$250

Total needed

$37,750

What is included on Form W-2

$50,000 income [($35 - $10) x 2,000]

Number of shares sold

1,079 (keep 921)

Form 8949 reporting

$37,515 ($37,765 - $250 commission)

Tax basis on sold shares

$37,765 (Schedule D includes a $250 short-term capital loss in Part I)

In the future, when you sell any or all of the net shares (921 shares net): report the tax basis of $35 per share.

6. Share withholding for restricted stock and RSUs
 Definitely report a sale for taxes at vesting if you received a 1099-B






that reports the proceeds. Sell-to-cover for taxes.
When the shares directly withheld by your company (often called “net share withholding"), the
situation is different.
Report this "sale" back to company to cover the taxes if receive a 1099-B. Most companies do not issue
these to employees.
Rumor: IRS has informally approved this practice of not issuing 1099-Bs for share withholding.
Common Mistake: Remember to exclude these tax shares when you calculate your
capital gains on Form 8949 after you sell the remainder.

See the sections Restricted Stock Tax Returns and Restricted Stock: Taxes Advanced at
myStockOptions.com or in the Knowledge Center

6. Share withholding with restricted stock and RSUs: Potential
for confusion
2,000 shares of restricted stock vest on Aug. 15

Vesting value: $20 per share ($40,000)

Shares surrender/net-settled to pay taxes

625 (1,375 appear in account)

Amount your W-2 reports for the vested restricted stock

$40,000 (2,000 x $20)

Remaining 1,375 share sold the next year at $25 per share (after commissions)

$34,375

How you calculate capital gain

$34,375 proceeds – $27,500 cost basis (1,375 x $20)

Capital gain reported on Form 8949

= $6,875

7. Dividends with restricted stock/RSUs
 Dividends paid: compensation during vesting period or at vesting.

Reported on W-2.
 Exception: Employee makes a Section 83(b) election (not available for
RSUs). Eligible for the lower 15%/20% rate for qualified dividends.
Reported on 1099-DIV.
 Once the shares vest: dividends are no longer compensation and
instead become dividend income.
 Form 1040 line for dividend income: 3a or 3b depends on whether
qualified or ordinary dividends

7. Dividends: Complications
 Pre-vesting dividends included on W-2 + Double-reported

on Form 1099-DIV.
 Can occur if the company's transfer agent routinely issues

dividend payments and 1099-DIV as it does to shareholders.
 The IRS recommends: list these dividends on Schedule B (“Interest and Ordinary

Dividends”) of Form 1040. Subtract them from the total with a note that you have
already included them in wages.
 See IRS Publication 550, “Investment Income and Expenses (Chapter 1),” for more details

on reporting restricted stock dividends.

8. ESPP sales: Not reporting ordinary income
 Tax-qualified Section 423 ESPP: the purchase itself does not

trigger tax-return reporting. The sale does.
 At sale: need to include the discount from the year of purchase as income

Review of 3 Tax Rules for QD:
1.

With qualifying disposition: Ordinary income in the year of sale equal to the
lesser of either: the actual gain upon sale or the purchase price discount at start

2.

The discount at the beginning of the offering does not qualify for capital gains treatment even
if you hold stock for longer than one year.

3.

Beyond the discount, all additional gain is long-term capital gain.

For details, examples, and videos see sections ESPPs: Taxes and ESPPs: Taxes Advanced at
myStockOptions.com or in the Knowledge Center

8. Not reporting ordinary income with ESPP sales
Example: 15% discount from the stock price on either first or last day of offering, whichever is lower.
Stock price on first day of offering

$10

Stock price on last day of offering (purchase date)

$8

Purchase price

$6.80 (85% of $8)

Net at sale after commission

$18

Income recognized at sale after meeting ESPP holding periods

$1.50 per share in ordinary income (15% of $10)

Cost basis

$8.30 ($1.50 ordinary income + $6.80 purchase price)

Long-term capital gain

$9.70 per share ($18 minus cost basis of $8.30)

What should be reported on Form W-2

$1.50 multiplied by the number of shares purchased (if this is not reported, still report
that amount on your tax return, on line under “Other income” on Schedule 1).
Using Form 3922: Box 3 minus Box 8.

If your sale gain is less than $1.50 per share (i.e. stock price of $8.30 per share or lower), just ordinary income for the amount of the actual gain.
Sales below a stock price of $6.80 per share are all capital losses.

9. Other capital gains issues: netting,
share ID, wash sales
 Only same kinds of income net each other out.
 Only capital gains and losses net each other out on Schedule D.

Stock compensation income is not capital gains income.
 Matching capital losses with gains is called “tax-loss harvesting.” Up to $3,000 (joint filers) in capital losses can be

netted against ordinary income. Remainder carries forward.
 Example:You sold company stock early last year at $9,000 short-term capital loss.
➢ You bought and sold this year at a short-term capital gain of $5,000.
➢ The loss carryforward and current year’s gain net each other out on your Schedule D, leaving you $4,000 of

unused losses.
➢ $3,000 is used to offset against ordinary income from RSU vesting on current tax return.

$1,000 is carried forward.

Identifying shares: examine standing orders
 Default standing order in your account for the shares to use

at sale is "first in, first out" (FIFO).
 Employees may hold various lots of company stock from stock option exercises, vested
restricted stock/RSU grants, and/or ESPP purchases.
 The tax basis and the tax rules for each lot will be different.
 FIFO sale of stock could trigger larger taxable gains (or even a disqualifying disposition of
ISO or ESPP shares).
Needed to change standing order before settlement date: identify shares sold then
and cannot now with tax return. Before expanded reporting on Form 1099-B could get
away with just indicating the sold shares on your tax return.

Identifying shares:
examine standing orders
 See my article on this topic at Forbes.com

for details on identifying shares to be sold.
 Discusses tax importance of selecting
which share lots you sell.
 Article prompted change in the way
trading app Robinhood explains its rules.

Wash sale rule: selling stock at loss
 Sell company shares at loss and buy more company shares

within 30 calendar days before or after:
➢ Federal tax code temporarily denies ability to claim loss for the number of shares replaced.

➢ Loss carried over to increase the tax basis AND holding period of the replacement shares.
➢ BIG QUESTION: Is option exercise, restricted stock/RSU vesting, and/or ESPP purchases a “buy” in

company stock?
➢ Need to report wash sale on tax return:

Form 8949 column (f) enter “W” to indicate transaction is wash sale.
Positive adjustment in column (g) for currently nondeductible part of wash sale.

10. Extensions
 IRS Form 4868: automatic six-month extension for the due date

of your tax return (until mid-October). No explanation or signature
is needed to get the automatic extension.
 To avoid the failure-to-file penalty on what you owe, you must file the extension no later than

the original deadline of your return (for details, see IR-2006-58).
 Payment of the actual tax is not delayed (just the period for filing the return). Pay 100%

of anticipated tax when file the extension to avoid interest and penalties.
 Extensions do not delay estimated tax payments for the current tax year.
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For a free copy of our article on tax-return
mistakes to avoid, email
editors@mystockoptions.com. Available to
distribute to employees and clients.

See home page and
Tax Center for quiz on
tax-return reporting. Courses
for CE credit in Learning
Center.
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35 CE credits
available for CEPs
(over 100% of the
total requirement)

Disclaimer
The presentation and the views expressed by the presenter are not intended to provide legal,
tax, accounting, investment, or other professional advice. The information contained in this
presentation is general in nature and based on authorities that are subject to change.
Applicability to specific situations should be determined through consultation with your
investment, legal, and tax advisors. The information contained in these materials is only
current as of the date produced.The materials have not been and will not be updated until
the 2023 version.

